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Abstract: In this project, NLP (Natural Language Processing) techniques are applied for detection of "fake news," or inaccurate news 

reports that originate from unreliable sources. You can only go so far using word tallies relative to how frequently they appear in other 

articles in your dataset when developing a model based on a count vectorizer (using word tallies) or a (Term Frequency Inverse 

Document Frequency) tfidf matrix. However, these models do not take into account crucial elements like word order and context. It is 

highly likely that two articles with a comparable word count will mean completely different things. The data science community has 

responded by addressing the issue. Since the liar data set and bert frame network provide superior accuracy for most of the NLP tasks 

when compared to other machine learning techniques, we are applying them for fake news detection. 

Index Terms: - Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency, Natural Language Processing, Fake News Detection, BERT. 

 

I Introduction 

The growth of fake news during the 2016 U.S. Presidential 

Election brought to light both the risks associated with false 

news' consequences and the difficulties associated with trying 

to distinguish between fake and legitimate news. Although the 

term "fake news" may be recent, the phenomenon is not. In 

theory, fake news has existed at least since partisan, one-sided 

publications became prevalent in the 19th century. But today's 

fake news is being distributed more widely than ever thanks to 

technological advancements and the use of various media 

outlets. As a result, the consequences of fake news have 

multiplied recently, and something needs to be done to stop 

this from happening in the future. In order to meaningfully 

reduce the search, I have identified the three most common 

reasons for creating fake news and have selected just one as the 

focus of this research. Influencing public opinion is the primary 

goal of creating fake news, a practice that extends back to the 

one-sided party newspapers of the 19th century. The second, 

which calls for more recent technological developments, is the 

use of fictitious headlines as clickbait to generate revenue. 

Satirical writing, which is as prevalent but perhaps less risky, is 

the third reason for creating fake news. [2] [3] Although the 

three types of fake news—clickbait, influential, and satire—all 

share the trait of being made up, their general effects are very 

different. Since fake news is defined by Politifact.com as 

"fabricated content that purposely passes for news coverage of 

actual events," this essay will mostly focus on that 

concept.Satire,which is intended to be hilarious,is not included 

in this definition.and does not mislead readers. The majority of 

satirical stories originate from publications like "The Onion," 

which identify themselves as satire. According to [4], machine 

learning techniques are already capable of classifying satire. 

Our objective is to go beyond these successes and utilize 

machine learning to categories more challenging differences 

between true and fake news, at least as well as humans can. 

Events like [5], in which a man attacked a pizzeria as a result of 

a widely circulated fake news item, demonstrate the harmful 

implications of fake news, as previously defined. This incident, 

along with research from [6], shows that people are not very 

effective at spotting bogus news—possibly not much better 

than chance. Therefore, the question of whether or not 

machines can perform a task better still exists. 

2 Literature survey 

The state of the art in research for evaluating and quantifying 

reliable information from Twitter will be covered in this 

chapter. The research to evaluate, quantify, and identify high-

quality content on Twitter is covered in Section 3.1. We would 

summaries the study done to define Twitter's function during 

actual events in section 3.2. The ramifications and research 

limitations in interpreting reliable information from Twitter 

during actual events are discussed in the final part. 

Quality Assessment of Content Posted on OSM 

The research that has been done to extract and analyses reliable 

information from Twitter during actual occurrences is 

presented in this part. The difficulty of separating high-quality 

content from the vast amount of content produced is one of the 

main obstacles to using Twitter as a content source. The 

existence of phishing, spam, ads, bogus photos, rumors, and 

inflammatory information on Twitter has degraded the quality 

of the content there. Since Twitter is a micro-blog and is largely 

accessible to the public, it is more suited for the transmission 

and sharing of news-related information because it has a wider 

audience. 

As a result, Twitter is the main topic of discussion in this study. 

To examine the issue of trust on Twitter, researchers have 

utilized a variety of traditional computational techniques, 

including categorization, ranking, characterization, and user 

studies. Some researchers used Twitter's message, user, 
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network, and topic-based data to apply various classifiers 

(Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, SVM) to identify spam, phishing, 

and unreliable content [4, 16, 41]. Researchers have used and 

improved ranking algorithms for queries relating to trust-

related issues like credibility and spam [2, 40]. 

 

User Modeling on Online social media 

We discuss some of the studies on analyzing user behavior on 

social networks using user modelling tools. Two factors were 

used by Yin et al. to model user behavior: themes relevant to 

users' intrinsic interests and topics linked to the temporal 

context [110]. They created the Dynamic Temporal Context-

Aware Mixture model, a latent class statistical mixture model 

(DTCAM). On the basis of four sizable social media datasets, 

they assessed their system. The authors showed how user 

modelling techniques might be successfully applied to enhance 

the functionality of social network recommender systems. 

In order to model users' posting behavior on Twitter, Xu et al. 

suggested a mixed latent topic model [106]. The authors made 

the assumption that three factors—breaking news, posts from 

social friends, and user interest—have an impact on a user's 

behavior. When it comes to handling the complexity of held-out 

content and the quality of created latent topics, they evaluated 

and demonstrated that their model works better than existing 

user models. Using more than 2 million tweets, Abel et al. 

created a user modelling framework for news suggestions on 

Twitter [1]. By using semantic enrichment and temporal factors, 

the authors suggested various methods for developing user 

profiles that are based on hashtags, entities, or topics. Their 

findings demonstrated that taking into account temporal profile 

patterns can enhance the quality of recommendations. 

3 Implementation Study 

There exists a large body of research on the topic of machine 

learning methods for deception detection, most of it has been 

focusing on classifying online reviews and publicly available 

social media posts. Particularly since late 2016 during the 

American Presidential election, the question of determining 

'fake news' has also been the subject of particular attention 

within the literature. Conroy, Rubin, and Chen [1] outlines 

several approaches that seem promising towards the aim of 

perfectly classify the misleading articles. They note that simple 

content-related n-grams and shallow parts-of-speech (POS) 

tagging has proven insufficient for the classification task, often 

failing to account for important context information. Rather, 

these methods have been shown useful only in tandem with 

more complex methods of analysis. Deep Syntax analysis using 

Probabilistic Context Free Grammars (PCFG) have been shown 

to be particularly valuable in combination with n-gram 

methods. Feng, Banerjee, and Choi [2] are able to achieve 85%-

91% accuracy in deception related classification tasks using 

online review corpora. Feng and Hirst implemented a semantic 

analysis looking at 'object: descriptor' pairs for contradictions 

with the text on top of Feng's initial deep syntax model for 

additional improvement. Rubin, Loginova and Tatiana analyze 

rhetorical structure using a vector space model with similar 

success. Ciampa glia et al. employ language pattern similarity 

networks requiring a pre-existing knowledge base.    

3.1 Proposed Methodology 

In this paper a model is build based on the count vectorizer or a 

tiff matrix (i.e.) word tallies relatives to how often they are used 

in other articles in your dataset) can help. Since this problem is 

a kind of text classification, implementing here in the proposed 

system here we implement Bert network for classification of 

fake or non-fake news which gives an accuracy of 99.7 %  

3.2 Algorithm 

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 

Transformers) has been made up of a transformer attention 

mechanism that learns  contextual relationships among words. 

The transformer consists of an  encoder responsible for reading 

text input. It also consists of a decoder which is responsible for 

prediction based on the task. In contrast to directional models 

which read the text input in sequential order, the  transformer 

encoder reads all of the words simultaneously, thus giving it a 

non-directional nature. This means that the model learns the 

context of the word from all of its surrounding words. Thus, 

it is termed bidirectional BERT architecture for sentence-level 

classification different use cases. 

Two of the most used models are- 

• BERT-base: 12 encoder stack layers + 768 hidden units + 

12 multi- head attention heads: 110M parameters. 

• BERT-large: 24 encoder stack layers + 1024 hidden units + 

16 multi- head attention heads: 340M parameters. 

The input data needs to be converted into an appropriate 

format before using the pre-trained model. Relevant 

embeddings for each sentense has been obtained. Each encoder 

layer in these models takes list of token embeddings and their 

attention masks as input. A single vector representing the entire 

input sentence has been fed to the classifier, and the hidden 

state of the first token [CLS] of the model’s output can be used to 

represent the entire sentence, which is used for classification 

purpose. 
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Fig1: - proposed frame work of BERT model 

 

4. Methodology 

Dataset Description 

One of the most difficult issues to unravel in machine learning 

has nothing to do with complex calculations : it's the issue of 

getting the correct datasets in the correct organization. Getting 

the correct information implies assembling or distinguishing the 

information that relates with the results which needs to be 

foreseen; for example information that contains a flag about 

occasions which needs to be taken care about. The datasets 

should be lined up with the issue which is being attempted to 

explain. In the event that the correct information is not present, 

at that point the endeavours to assemble an AI arrangement 

must come back to the dataset gathering stage. Deep learning, 

and machine adapting all the more for the most part, needs a 

decent preparing set to work legitimately. Gathering and 

developing the training set – a sizeable assemblage of known 

information requires  some  investment  and  area  explicit  

learning of where and how to accumulate applicable data. The 

training set goes about as the benchmark against which machine 

learning nets are prepared. That is the thing which needs to be 

figured out how to remake before they're released on 

information they haven't seen previously. At this stage, educated 

people need to locate the correct crude information and 

change it into a numerical portrayal that the machine learning 

calculation can get it. 

Pre-processing 

Pre-preparing alludes to the changes connected to the 

information before nourishing it to the calculation. Data pre-

processing is a method that is utilized to change over the crude 

information into a perfect informational index. At the end of the 

day, at whatever point the information is assembled from 

various sources it is gathered in a crude organization which 

isn't doable for the examination. Pre-processing is essential for 

accomplishing better outcomes from the applied model in 

Machine Learning project the configuration of the information 

must be in a legitimate way. Another perspective is that the 

dataset ought to be arranged so that more than one Machine 

Learning and Deep Learning calculations are executed in one 

informational index, and best out of them is picked. Before 

representing the data using various evaluating models, the data 

needs to be subjected to certain refinements. This will help us 

reduce the size of the actual data by removing the irrelevant 

information that exists in the data. 

The data obtained was in csv format, and needed a lot of 

manual, syntactic pre-processing. A total of 4008 samples were 

distributed to train: test set in ratio 7:3. Each sample 

corresponds to a news article headline and body. NLTK in 

python was used to tokenize the body and headline. Removing 

the stop-words (referencing the NLTK stop-word list), helped in 

lemmatizing the rest of the data. To obtain the labelled sentence 

list for a particular course, the following processing steps were 

applied: 

1. Tokenize the body and headline with the Punkt statement 

tokenizer from the NLTK library. This tokenizer runs an 

unsupervised machine learning algorithm pre-trained general 

English corpus, and can distinguish between sentence 

punctuation marks, and position of words in a statement. 

2. Tag each sample with the tokens obtained from entire 

headline set, and body set. 

A word cloud has been created for the headline and body 

present in our dataset. Word cloud is a novelty visual portrayal 

of content information, normally used to delineate catchphrase 

metadata (labels) on sites, or to imagine free structure content. 

Labels are typically single words, and the significance of each 

tag appears with text dimension or color. This design is 

valuable for rapidly seeing the most conspicuous terms and for 

finding a term in order to decide its relative unmistakable 

quality. At the point when utilized as site route helps, the terms 

are hyperlinked to things related with the tag. 

Train and Test Splitting 

To make a valuable training set, the issue needs to be 

comprehended for which it is being settled for. For example 

what will the machine learning calculation do and what sort of 

yield is anticipated. Machine learning regularly works with two 

informational collections: training and test. Each of the two 

ought to arbitrarily test a bigger assortment of information. The 

principal set which is being used is the training set, the biggest 

of the two. Running a training set through a machine learning 

system shows the net how to weigh diverse highlights, 

changing them coefficients as per their probability of limiting 

blunders in the outcomes. Those coefficients, otherwise called 

parameters, will be contained in tensors and together they are 

known as the model, since it encodes a model of the 

information on which it is being trained. They are the most vital 

takeaways which is being acquired from preparing a machine 

learning system. The second set is the test set. It works as a seal 

of endorsement, and is not utilized until the end. After it is 

being prepared and information is set, the neural net can be 

tested against this last arbitrary examination. The outcomes it 

produces ought to approve that the net precisely perceives 
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pictures, or remembers them at any rate [x] level of them. On 

the off chance, that precise forecasts are not met, return to the 

training set and take a look at the mistakes made. Taking the 

right dataset would not create any kind of problem and the 

system will function smoothly. 

Classification 

In the proposed methodology, the BERT-base-uncased model 

has been used with a feed-forward network of 768 hidden sizes. 

This BERT model takes inputs as input IDs and attention masks 

of the input sentence. BERT tokenizer has been used to perform 

this task which takes in- put sequence as [CLS] and [SEP] 

concatenated to sentence at the beginning and end respectively 

which gives the input ids and attention masks as output. These 

are fed into the BERT model which outputs a vector of 

embeddings for each token of hidden size 768. BERT provides 

contextualized sentence-level representations, to understand 

sentence semantics better. Recent research papers in this area 

discussed that if LSTM has been used as a combination with can 

increase predictions even further, which implies that the 

proposed model has a better understanding of semantic 

meaning. Due to the bidi- reactional nature of BERT, [CLS] is 

encoded using a multi-layer encoded procedure that includes 

all representative information of all tokens and [CLS] serves as 

a “collective representation” for classification tasks. Therefore, 

for the classification task, the embeddings corresponding to the 

[CLS] token can be used to represent the whole sentence and 

fed to the classifier. The classifier has been built from scratch. A 
feed-forward linear layer with a size of 128 has been 

included in the classifier. A batch normalization layer has been 

used to standardize the inputs. Then, a dropout layer with a rate 

of 0.6 was added to avoid overfitting. Two feed-forward layers 

with an output size of 2 were added, which classifies the input 

news as fake or real. A threshold of 0.9 is chosen to one cell’s 

output over the other. The architecture of this methodology is 

depicted 

 

 

 

 

 

5 Results and Evolution Metrices 

 

Fig 2:- sample data of fake news  

 
Fig 3:- training using the Bert network implemented for 5 epochs 

and achieved binary  accuracy 99.76% 

 

 
 

Fig 4:- validation loss of 0.12 and validation accuracy of  96.15 % 

achieved using Bert model 

 

 
 

Fig 5:- confusion matrix for fake and real labels  

 
Fig 6:- evolution metrics for validation dataset  
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Fig 7:- confusion matrix for validation data  

 
Fig 8:- final predicated values of binary for actual vs predicted 

labels  

6 Conclusion 

In the 21st century, the majority of the tasks are done online. 

Newspapers who were earlier preferred as hard-copies are 

now being substituted by applications like Facebook, Twitter, 

and news articles to be read online. The growing problem of 

fake news only makes things more complicated and tries to 

change or hamper the opinion and attitude of people towards 

use of digital technology. When a person is deceived by the 

real news two possible things happen.People start believing 

that their perceptions about a particular topic are true as 

assumed. Another problem is that even if there is any news 

article available which contradicts a supposedly fake one, 

people believe in the words which just support their thinking 

without taking in the  measure the  facts  involved. 
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